Manufacturing Packaging Solutions

WHY CHOOSE US?

Manufacturing facilities use corrugated plastic containers for cost reduction, lean manufacturing, and sustainability objectives.

MDI durable corrugated plastic totes work with material handling systems and are an asset to any lean manufacturer looking to improve the flow of products, protect goods, and increase efficiency.

Ideal for assembly lines, picking workstations, conveyors belts, small part storage, and intra & inter-facility transport.

CORRUGATED PLASTIC

• Improves efficiency of the supply chain
• Aids in easier identification & better inventory control
• Stacks & nests for space efficiency
• Offers options for placards & barcodes keeping the tote traceable & trackable
• Designs to fit custom needs, including color-coding to identify destination or content

VALUE ADD FEATURES

• Dividers
• Hardboard
• Labels
• Placards
• Printable
• UPC Codes
• Velcro
• Wire Reinforced Rim

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 13485:2016
CERTIFIED

Customer Centered | Quality Focused
Manufactured in the USA
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